


Company Profile
“Sichuan Xinyaju Modular House Co., Ltd.” is a large company which is specialized in house R & D, design, manufacturing and marketing. Our 
design combines modern fashions with ancient styles. We aim to harmoniously integrate local culture andcustoms into our designs to create a 
special, practical and comfortable tent hotel for you.
Through investigating the hotel tents market and continuously improving, creating and testing these products over recent years, Xinyaju has won 
many patents for inventions and have proprietary intellectual property rights. Boasting a professional team, we have gained customers’ trust and 
respect for our high efficiency, quick construction and low cost. Now, we are the No.1 remanufacturer in Western China by virtue of innovative 
design and architectural features: easy to disassemble and remove.
 “Sichuan Xinyaju Modular House Co., Ltd.” is member of Sichuan Xueli Tent Manufacturing Co., Ltd. which was established in 2006. With ten 
years of experience, Xueli Tent has become the largest tent leasing company and the leader in tent design and manufacturing in the south western 
of China.
Having learnt the essentials of design, manufacturing, marketing and construction from Xueli Tent, Xinyaju is a trustworthy partner for you and 
hopes to create a brilliant future together.



Tent Hotel Profile
The Tent hotel is a temporary structure which can be easily and quickly constructed but the traditional building structures can not. Now many 
buildings are designed by a reinforced concrete structure, these are secure and diverse, but they isolate people from nature. However the tent 
hotel can give you a relaxing weekend in nature.

“Xinyaju” Materials
Our PVC fabric roof of tent hotel: waterproof, fire retardent, shading/semi-transparent, anti-mosquito, self-clening, anti mildew, anti 
corrosion,and multi colors are available.
Frame structure of tent hotel: aluminium alloy structure and Modular installation.
Floor structure of tent hotel: integrated adjustable platform combines with tent as a entirety, The floor is environmentally plastic-wood/solid 
wood.



Hexagonal Tent Hotel

Common Hexagonal Tent
Internal floor area is 24 m2 
and outer
coverage area is 45 m2

Golden Oak Wood-Grain 
Hexagonal Tent
Internal floor area is 24 m2 
and outer coverage 
area is 45 m2

Common Hexagonal Tent
Internal floor area is 42 m2 
and outer 
coverage area is 70 m2

Golden Oak Wood-Grain 
Hexagonal Tent
Internal floor area is 42 m2 
and outer coverage 
area is 70 m2



Octagonal Tent Hotel

Common Octagonal  Tent
Internal floor area is 43.5 
m2 and outer
coverage area is 72 m2

Golden Oak Wood-Grain 
Octagonal  Tent
Internal floor area is 43.5 
m2 and outer coverage 
area is 72 m2

Common Octagonal  Tent
Internal floor area is 78 m2 
and outer 
coverage area is 114 m2

Golden Oak Wood-Grain 
Octagonal  Tent
Internal floor area is 78 m2 
and outer coverage 
area is 114 m2

DECAGONAL TENT HOTEL DODECAGONAL TENT HOTEL



Advantages of Xinyaju Tent Hotel
Our tent hotels are built with hard-pressed aluminium alloy and fire 
retardent PVC fabric with “pollution-free” . The modern structures 
are more consumables than traditional architectures. By using the 
recyclable and environmental materials, that 20 kg/m2 steel 
materials, 2,000 kg/m2 cement and 40 kg/ m2 of water resources 
can be saved.
Also 1.72 tons of CO2 emission can be reduced.
The recycled materials are easy to be degraded in soil.

Building Block System: fast construction with low cost

Construct tent hotel in an industrialized way with standard parts.
Transport to the spot for assemble. The process is simple. Tent hotel 
can be quickly constructed without Building rubbish.
Short building period can greatly save the labor, material resources 
and the cost;
The tent can be disassembled and assembled at random. All the 
materials can be recycled and no harmful effect on the environment.

High degree of integration
Light weight, small size, good housing performance 
Meet the German tent hotel standards.
Great toughness and impact resistance, the seismic resistance is 
reaching Grade 9
The roof is made of grade B1 fire retardent materials.

More comfortable and livable
Flexible space design
Space can be designed and divided as required.
self-sufficient housing, full use of light energy, solar energy and 
geothermal energy



Travel experience: warm and romantic
Protect the environment, enjoy the nature with the accompany by Xinyaju
Enjoy the beautiful scenery and experience the special tent hotel
Xinyaju invites you to share the romantic moments under starry sky!

Integrated service
Providing high-level R & D, design, sales and construction services. Our high-efficiency construction team can 
finish on-site assembly during short period at low cost and offer a special tent design to you.

Patented technologies lead the trend of environmentally-friendly tent hotels
We have won many patents for inventions and utility models and got proprietary intellectual property right. 
We keeps testing, verifying and unceasingly perfecting the products.

Professional R & D team
Our experts visit the site and make design accordingly by themselves
Give out solutions according to practical situation

Unique patents of Xinyaju
Application No. or patent No.

201520739753.4             201520739001.8             201520793151.9              201630144111.X             
201630144080.8             201630144115.8             201630144113.9              201630144117.7             
201630144116.2             201630144114.3  
Applicant or patentee: Sichuan Xueli Tent Manufacturing Co., Ltd.



 Sichuan Xinyaju Modular House Co., Ltd.

Address: Room 1903, Building 1, 39 Jiancai Road, Chenghua District, Chengdu, 
Sichuan,China

Tel.: +86-28-84702387
Fax: +86-28-84702369

Website: www.7startent.com


